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Introduction
Here, we review recent developments in the field of melanomainitiating cells (MICs). Our aim is not to review the entire MIC or melanoma stem-cell literature, as both have recently been extensively reviewed (La Porta, 2007; Schatton & Frank, 2008; Shackleton et al, 2009) . Instead, our aim is to highlight the questions that have arisen from those studies, to stimulate the discussion of ways in which to resolve the existing controversies.
This article focuses on MICs, rather than on melanoma stem cells. It is not yet clear whether melanoma follows a cancer stemcell model; several key questions remain to be answered in this respect. Do melanomas contain a subpopulation of cells with the propensity to differentiate into different cell lineages? Do any of those lineages show infinite proliferation capacities? Are melanoma tumours organized hierarchically into epigenetically distinct subpopulations that allow tumorigenic cells to be distinguished from non-tumorigenic cells? For the purposes of this analysis, we define MICs as a distinct, well-characterized subpopulation of melanoma cells that reproducibly retain specific properties when re-purified and can reconstitute a tumour from a single cell in an animal model. MICs might not have the propensity to differentiate into different cell lineages, which would distinguish them from stem cells. Recent studies raise serious questions about the nature of these cells (Sidebar A), prompting us to analyse them in detail and to propose how they might be answered. Once they are addressed, we will be in a better position to ask a bigger question: Do genuine melanoma stem cells exist and can some MICs be considered melanoma stem cells?
According to most of the published literature, MICs are a distinct subset of the total number of tumour cells that can maintain tumour growth indefinitely (Fig 1) . However, although some studies have shown the existence of MICs, as detailed below, the identification of genes that are necessary for MIC generation is lacking and the proportion of a melanoma mass that is made up of MICs is unclear. Published reports are markedly discordant on this issue, with some reporting the frequency of MICs to be as low as 0.01% and others as high as 25%. In addition, it is equally important to define markers that are characteristic of MICs with a high propensity for infinite proliferation and tumour formation.
Notably, if a subset of melanoma tumour cells is endowed with the capacity to regenerate tumours, it is crucially important that they be characterized, as these cells would constitute targets for new therapies. Accordingly, the molecular characterization of MICs offers great promise for understanding the fundamentals of tumour development, progression and drug resistance. The characterization of markers that distinguish MICs from the rest of the melanoma mass and of genes that allow MIC self-renewal will undoubtedly lead to new diagnostics and treatments. Indeed, the major obstacle that we face today in analysing MICs is a lack of reliable biomarkers to identify them in the melanoma tumour mass and of assays to reproducibly measure the tumorigenic potential of MICs.
A brief history of MICs
Tumour-initiating cells were first reported for acute myeloid leukaemia (Bonnet & Dick, 1997; Kleinsmith & Pierce, 1964) . Since then, they have been reported to promote solid tumour development, including brain (Singh et al, 2004) , colon (O'Brien et al, 2007) and breast (Al-Hajj et al, 2003) and, most recently, the onset of melanoma. Highly aggressive melanoma cells have molecular signatures that are reviews concept reminiscent of those of pluripotent stem cells (Bittner et al, 2000; Hendrix et al, 2007) . Furthermore, stem-cell-and progenitor-cellassociated proteins have been reported to be expressed in melanoma cells, including testicle cancer antigens (Simpson et al, 2005) , bone morphogenetic proteins (Rothhammer et al, 2007) , Notch receptors (Balint et al, 2005) , Wnt proteins (Weeraratna et al, 2002) , and the ABCB5, CD133, CD166, CD34, nestin, and c-kit stem-cell antigens (Fang et al, 2005; Frank et al, 2005; Hendrix et al, 2003; Klein et al, 2007; van Kempen et al, 2000) . In vitro studies and xenograft assays have shown the ability of melanoma cell populations that express these markers in various combinations to grow in three-dimensional cultures and in immunocompromised mice, respectively. However, in all cases, the limited purity of these cultures has prevented the isolation of a MIC pop ulation, which is required for rigorous molecular analysis. The field is in great need of genetically based evidence to identify the genes that have important roles in the generation of MICs. Some studies report the isolation of melanoma-initiating cells to 90% purity; however, one cannot obviate the contribution of the remaining 10% of cells-which could be as many as 100,000-to the establishment of tumours after injection into these mouse models.
The transplantation of primary human tumour cells into immunocompromised mice that lack lymphoid cells allows the analysis of tumour growth in vivo. This approach has been used to characterize leukaemia stem cells (Krivtsov et al, 2006; Williams et al, 2007) and to analyse the number of cells that are necessary to form a tumour; a small subset of cells-normally between 0.0001%-0.1% of the tumour mass-is required to generate a new tumour in most immunodeficient mice. Similar frequencies have been reported for melanoma by Schatton et al (2008) , who identified MICs based on the expression of ABCB5-a member of the ABC cassette family of transporter proteins. By serially transplanting human melanoma cancer cells into NOD/SCID immunodeficient mice, this group reported that-within 8 weeks of transplantation-only 1 in 1 million (0.000001%) human melanoma cells showed tumour-initiating properties. The authors concluded that human cancer-initiating cells that are able to produce tumours in immunodeficient mice represent a biologically distinct population with stem-cell-like properties and that are characterized by the expression of the ABCB5 antigen . Schatton and colleagues also pointed out that the expression of ABCB5 was responsible for the relative chemo resistance of melanoma-initiating cells, a finding that is potentially important for the treatment of melanoma. However, in a more recent study, the Morrison group found that by altering the transplant assay conditions, namely by injecting cells in the presence of matrigel into a more severely immuno compromised strain of mice-NOD/SCID IL-2Rγ -/-mice, which lack lymphoid and natural killer cells-the number of cells needed to form a tumour was markedly lower. Their findings suggest that MICs could be as frequent as 1 in 4 cells, as opposed to the 1 in 837,000 found in NOD/SCID mice (Quintana et al, 2008) . The authors also reported that the relative number of cells that are able to form tumours changes with the length of time that a mouse is monitored; if a low number of cells are injected tumours can be seen, although after longer periods of time. Furthermore, when Quintana and colleagues used NOD/SCID IL-2Rγ -/-mice to assess the role of markers that had been reported previously to be exclusive of MICs in tumour formation, they did not observe a substantial difference in tumori genic potential between marker-positive and marker-negative cells. Indeed, they were unable The Quintana study raises several questions. Why is there such a marked difference in the incidence of MICs compared with previous melanoma studies? What are the markers that distinguish MICs? Which of the above studies is more representative of human melanomas? Many of these questions can be addressed by considering the nature of the mouse model used in the different studies. It seems that the more immnuocompromised the model, the higher the frequency of MICs and the less likely that MICs are characterized by the expression of a specific marker. In a sense, a highly immunocompromised mouse could be compared to an in vivo colony forming assay; in both cases, there are few limitations on the growth potential of the cells and, thus, a larger number of cells will be able to proliferate. Accordingly, in neither case do cells require mechanisms that allow them to evade a functional immune system. Some members of the stem-cell and melanoma communities would probably debate this conclusion; however, it raises a fundamental question: Can MICs be analysed properly in immunocompromised mice and are these mice the best model to advance the development of new therapies against human melanoma? Although additional studies are required, we suggest that such systems might not be adequate to thoroughly understand MICs or melanoma biology. The inherent hetero geneity of melanomas and the low incidence of MICs reported in some studies, in addition to the reported set of variable MIC cell-surface markers, suggest that the MIC compartment probably consists of various subpopulations of cells that have different properties.
Before offering possible solutions, one needs to understand clearly the technical obstacles that the community has facedand will continue to face-in studying human tumours in mouse models. Immunocompromised mouse strains have been commonly used to study human tumours and, more recently, MICs by xenotrans plantation. The idea is that the abrogation of the endogenous murine adaptive immune response would provide an environ ment conducive to the engraftment of tumour-initiating cells. The studies discussed above clearly illustrate that the lack of immune system probably provides an environment that might not be of physiological relevance. However, addressing this serious problem is technically challenging. The use of syngeneic mouse models is one option that will need to be considered to circumvent this crucial obstacle.
Syngeneic mouse melanoma models
The syngeneic mouse models of cancer bypass the concern of immune rejection by the resident adaptive immune system of a mouse in the context of human tumour cells. The studies of haemato poietic malignancies using syngeneic mouse models have put forward a wide range of tumour-initiating cell-often referred to as cancer stem cells-frequencies. For example, some leukaemia and lymphoma models-such as Eμ-MYC and MLLEnl-suggest a frequency of 1 in 1 × 10 6 cells or higher (Kelly et al, 2007; Kennedy et al, 2007) , whereas the expression of a relevant oncogene can increase this frequency to up to 1 in 4 cells, as shown for the MLL-AF9 model. In this latter model, the leukaemia stem cells arise from the myeloid lineage and have acquired mutations that drive an aberrant self-renewal programme and other biological features of haematopoietic stem cells (Somervaille & Cleary, 2006) . Therefore, one could expect to identify higher frequencies of stem cells if they acquire initial modifications that allow them to drive their trans forming programme. This issue has been addressed extensively in recent reviews that reassess the concept of cancer stem cells (Adams & Strasser, 2008; Williams & Sherr, 2008) . By analogy, one might argue that the high incidence of MICs observed in recent xenotransplantation studies could suggest that they had already acquired modifications that conferred on them an aberrant selfrenewal programme. Having said this, we expect that melanomas will show a similar variation in the frequency for tumour-initiating cells as leukaemias. The establishment of appropriate animal systems to study this question will be crucial in accurately determining the abundance and, more importantly, the characteristics of MICs.
Animal models of melanoma for syngeneic transfer studies are beginning to emerge from recent developments in genetically modified mice (Table 1 ). In two recent examples, mice were engineered to have genetic profiles that were homologous to genetic changes found in human melanomas. Dhomen et al (2009) showed that approximately 70% of mice carrying a V600E mutation in BRAF reviews concept developed melanomas that reproduced the histological and molecular features of human melanomas. Similarly, Dankort et al (2009) showed that, after the induction of BRAF(V600E) expression, mice developed benign melanocytic hyperplasias that did not progress to melanoma in 15-20 months. By contrast, the expression of this mutant BRAF in combination with the silencing of the PTEN tumour suppressor, elicited the development of a metastatic melanoma with 100% penetrance, which, after a short latency period, metastasized to the lymph nodes and lungs. In this model, melanoma development was prevented by inhibitors of mTORC1 (rapa mycin) or MEK1/2 (PD325901) but was re-established after the cessation of drug adminis tration, suggesting the existence of long-lived melanoma-initiating cells (Dankort et al, 2009 ). Other models that are available for such studies include the NRAS Q61K /INK4a -/- (Ackermann et al, 2005) and HRAS (G12V)/ INK4a -/- (Chin et al, 1997) mouse strains. Although both models develop spontaneous melanomas, only the NRAS Q61K was reported to result in tumour metastasis (Ackermann et al, 2005) . Another mouse melanoma model involves the overexpression of the HGF/ SF gene-the ligand of the receptor tyrosine kinase c-Met-that, in combination with treating newborn mice with ultraviolet light, results in the development of melanomas (Noonan et al, 2001 ). An additional model was engineered by Chen and colleagues, who generated mice that developed multiple melanomas owing to an insertion in the third intron of grm1, which encoded the metabotropic glutamate receptor 1 (Pollock et al, 2003) . Recent studies have revealed that the GRM1 pathway is activated in uveal melanomas and blue nevi by somatic mutations in the Gnaq gene (Van Raamsdonk et al, 2009) , emphasizing that the Grm1 model recapitulates a subset of human melanomas.
Among the syngeneic mouse melanoma models are also the B16 and 1735p models, which were developed in the 1970s (Fidler, 1978; Fidler et al, 1981; Kripke, 1979; Talmadge et al, 1982) . Although they are well characterized, a general concern when using them and their related cell systems is the extensive set of modifications that the cells suffered in the course of many passages in cell culture and in mice that they were subject to when establishing the model.
One would predict that these models would allow the isolation and characterization of putative initiating cell populations, which could be assessed further within the same genetic background with a fully competent immune system. However, it should be noted that although these models can provide an important source of tumourinitiating cells, they might not fully represent the timely occurrence of genetic changes in human melanomas. For example, although BRAF mutations have been reported to occur in normal nevi, the inactivation of PTEN is probably a later event. Nevertheless, these models offer an unprecedented source of cells that can be isolated, manipulated in culture and placed back into immunocompetent mice, thereby allowing the study of specific gene mutations that are thought to have important roles in MIC biology. In addition, these systems allow the assessment of drugs that would selectively affect the MICs and not the bulk of melanoma cells. The different genetic changes in each of these mouse melanoma models offer an opportunity to identify and characterize the common, as well as unique, features of MICs. Such knowledge would further advance our ability to identify and characterize their human counterparts.
Humanized mouse models
One of the main advantages of the use of humanized mouse models of cancer is the origin of the tumours that are studied. Humanized mice allow the assessment of the growth potential of human melanoma cells. Hence, unlike with syngeneic mouse models, there is no uncertainty with respect to the significance of the tumour in question for the human disease. However, it must be noted that several tumour-intrinsic issues-such as the tumour stage, the amount of genetic damage, the aggressiveness in vivo, the site of presentation and isolation (if one is studying a primary or a recurrent/ relapsed tumour), and inter-patient variation-could also affect the MIC frequency that is detected.
Two additional and crucial advantages of humanized models of cancer relate to the presence of a human haematopoietic system. Human myeloid cells and inflammatory cytokines will support tumour development in a biologically appropriate manner (Melinkova & Bar-Eli, 2009 ). Human cytokines can function with murine cytokine receptors, whereas murine cytokines do not normally trigger signals in human cytokine receptors. Therefore, the introduction of human tumour cells into immunodeficient mice could lead to an anomalous cytokine response and perhaps select for specific requirements for tumour engraftment that need not be physiologically relevant. Indeed, the requirement to introduce melanoma cells in matrigel aggregates, as described recently (Quintana et al 2008) , is suggestive of such deficiencies in the recipient mice that were used. In addition, some important immunological functions are completely missing in The ability to generate mice that harbour a human haemato poietic system and a human tumour will provide a more physiologically relevant-albeit restricted-system in which to define and characterize the biology of MICs. The generation of such a system would entail the establishment of a human haematopoietic system within an immunocompromised animal before the transplantation of human tumour cells obtained from the same patient. Importantly, the human immune system should be tolerant of the human cancer cells to avoid an allogeneic reaction and rejection of the tumour graft. Humanized chimaeric mice-which are generated by intra-hepatic trans plantation of human fetal liver-derived HSCs or cord-blood-derived HSCs (Vormoor et al, 1994) -have been developed and could be used to address this issue. At least 1 × 10 6 cells are required for engraftment, and reconstitution is still a rare event (Berges et al, 2006) . Another caveat is that the primary HSCs need to be implanted fresh, without previous testing, and therefore the results from one cohort of mice are restricted to that experiment, as no additional HSCs can be obtained from that source . In addition, the resultant human lymphoid development yields human T and B cells that remain in the thymus or bone marrow and in the spleen (Hogan et al, 1997) , complicating the use of such mice to study the response of the human haematopoietic compartment to various challenges, including tumour development. Another point of concern is that the chances of obtaining tumour cells and HSCs from the same patient under the current protocols are slim, such that an allogeneically mismatched situation is the best that this technology can achieve so far. Although the introduction of allo geneically mismatched tumours and HSCs into a mouse is likely to be problematic and skew the results, this approach might have some advantages over using mice devoid of lymphoid cells and natural killer cells. Nonetheless, this is not the ideal situation, and technological advances are being developed that could help to overcome some of these obstacles and lead to the development of human 'xeno chimaeric' mice that have a haematopoietic system and tumour derived from the same patient. One such approach involves the generation of conditionally immortalized HSC cell lines with the aim of developing cell lines that can reconstitute mice and be preserved in laboratories. These can then be used to generate many cohorts of mice over time and allow the comparison of data obtained from different experiments, as the mice would have the same immune system. Furthermore, the ability to develop such HSC cell lines from melanoma patients will provide an improved system for the development of syngeneic haematopoietic-derived stromal elements in the tumour and could ultimately provide a more accurate view of MIC frequencies.
Additional approaches for studying MICs
A complementary approach for studying MICs is the transduction of melanocytes with specific genes. By implementing a forward genetic approach to identify melanocytes that acquire stem-cell properties, including those associated with tumour-initiating cells such as transformation, one might be able to identify the genes involved in these processes. In such a screen, melanocytes would be subject to genetic manipulations such as the transduction of tagged cDNA libraries. Those cells that passed the selection process would then be characterized and individual genes assessed for their relative contribution to the acquisition of stem-cell properties. It should be noted that such an approach relies on the premise that MICs emerge from melanocytes, a point that has yet to be proven. It is also possible that MICs could arise from other cellular lineages, including neuro ectodermal stem cells, melanoblasts, less mature melanocyte progenitors, non-melanocytic cells or from cell fusion. Such possibilities need to be considered equally and could be addressed, in part, when we acquire better knowledge of the properties of MICs based on their characterization from human tumours.
Another possibility would be the isolation of melanoma stem cells from melanoma tumours or cell lines. Until now, the approaches to isolate potential MICs have relied on the fractionation of tumour cells to obtain rare cell populations that have tumour-initiating cell properties, as determined using three-dimensional cultures or mouse transplantation models. The identification of additional factors that are characteristic of MICs such as cell surface markers or factors that confer selective growth properties, would allow the better development of rigorous procedures to isolate and study MICs. The identification of such factors would also allow their manipulation during different phases of melanocyte differentiation and trans formation. Ultimatelyand ideally-one would be able to re-engineer MICs by introducing or activating specific genes that confer an oncogenic pheno type in normal melanocytes. A genuine tumorigenic factor would be amenable to genetic manipulation in a mouse model, allowing an assessment of whether it is required for melanoma development. An excellent example of the use of genetic approaches to confirm the requirement of single genes in colorectal tumour cell stemness has recently been published (Botchkina et al, 2009) .
It is also important to recognize that attempts to analyse MICs in cell culture could be impeded by a lack of proper physio logical conditions. For example, recent studies of glioma stem cells have revealed the importance of hypoxia and hypoxia-induced factors-including HIF2α-in glioma stem-cell development (Li et al, 2009) . The role that tumour stromal cells have in MIC development deserves equal consideration. In this regard, keratinocytes and fibroblasts have been proposed to have a role in the maintenance of MICs (Nishimura et al, 1999) , providing another example of additional supporting conditions that are necessary for the propagation and development of these cultures in vitro. Therefore, the use of physiologically relevant oxygen conditions and cellular contexts in the culture conditions should increase our ability to isolate and characterize MICs.
Another aspect of MIC physiology that could perhaps be approached in vitro is the characterization of MIC cell surface markers. Several cell surface markers have been reported to be expressed on cultured MICs in variable levels and combinations, suggesting that MICs are a heterogeneous population of cells. However, as stated above, a clear requirement for specific genes in MIC function must be shown through genetic approaches. Such analyses can be complex, as illustrated by the study of CD133 expression-which is reportedly also a MIC marker-in colon cancer. The properties of intestinal tumourinitiating cells have been suggested to evolve as a tumour develops (Zhu et al, 2009) . In that study, all neo plastic cells were shown to arise from CD133+ cells-also known as Prom1+ cells-in a mouse model that has an inducible Cre-nLacZ gene in the Prom1 locus, reviews concept although only 7% of LacZ+ tumour cells retained CD133 expression (Zhu et al, 2009) . If this model applies to MICs, it would suggest that dynamic changes occur in the relative expression of these markers, and raises the possibility that isolating CD133+ cells from tumours might not accurately identify the original tumour-initiating cell population. A second level of complication is that some markers-such as CD133-could be expressed on many cell types and not restricted to tumour-initiating cells. A recent study addressed this question by using a NOD/SCID immunocompromised reporter mouse in which the expression of LacZ was driven by the endogenous CD133 promoter (Shmelkov et al, 2008) . CD133 expression was shown not to be restricted to stem cells and the tumour burden not to depend on cells expressing CD133. Thus, careful monitoring of markers, possibly of more than one marker at time, might be necessary.
Summary
So far, our knowledge of tumour-initiating cells is derived from seminal studies of normal haematopoiesis, which have led to the identification of murine and human HSCs. Those studies provided the blueprint for a hierarchical organization of tumour-initiating cells in the heterogeneous population found in many neoplasms. Nonetheless, we do not have rigorous evidence to suggest that MICs behave in a similar manner to the tumour-initiating cells that have been identified in haematopietic malignancies, nor can we suggest that melanoma stem cells exist. One of the initial aims should be to attain the ability to isolate a homo geneous population of tumour-initiating cells based on defined surfacemolecule expression patterns, which are crucial to advancing the studies of MICs and will allow us to address the possibility that Once the mouse MICs have been isolated, they would be subject to characterization followed by injection of a limited number of cells back into the syngeneic mouse strain to monitor tumorigenesis and metastasis. (B) Human tumour models: their use would entail the isolation of melanomas from melanoma patients, dissociation of the tumour and isolation of MICs based on defined markers. Isolated MICs will be characterized in culture and by the transplantation of a limited amount of the purified cell population into either a humanized mouse-with a matched HLA haplotype-or immunocompromised mouse, to monitor tumorigenesis and metastasis. (C) Forward genetic approach to identify crucial genes that drive the conversion of melanocytes into MICs. The transduction of genes into melanocytes would allow selection of the populations that acquire properties associated with tumour-initiating cells, including their transformation in culture, which should be subsequently confirmed in mouse models. HLA, human leukocyte antigen; hMIC, human MIC; MIC, melanoma-initiating cell; mMIC, mouse MIC.
reviews concept some MICs might, in fact, be melanoma stem cells. In addition, the ability of this population of tumour-initiating cells to recapitulate a heterogeneous tumour on transplantation into naive animals is essential to show multipotency and the presence of a true hierarchical relationship between MICs and other cells in the tumour mass. An outline of the main options available as we move forward to achieve this goal is provided in Fig 2. Here, we urge a reassessment of the mouse models that should be considered appropriate for studying MICs. We emphasize the need for markers that define specific subpopulations for further characterization supported by genetic studies. We ask whether monitoring melanoma cell proliferation in mice lacking an immune system is the best way to identify and characterize the subpopulations of melanoma cells in which gene expression is altered owing to epi genetic changes. We also note that some recent studies could be interpreted as evidence against the existence of a MIC population, owing to the ability of almost every tumour cell to drive tumour growth and the lack of markers that distinguish MICs. Unless such markers are identified and their role in the development of melanoma demonstrated, these model systems are of limited value in determining whether MICs and melanoma stem cells exist.
MICs are likely to show heterogeneity similar to that of normal HSCs. Some MICs might be able to proliferate and reconstitute heterogeneous tumours on serial transplantation, whereas other MICs might have a more limited potential in a serial passage setting. The possible similarities with HSCs will only be fully evident after the development of reliable readout assays for tumour repop ulation. Such in vivo assays will require defined and widely agreed on endpoints to define the tumour-forming capacity or self-renewal of a potential cell population. The establishment of these systems could also require the advent of improved mouse models to study human cancer, as well as the generation of a new set of antibodies that can detect antigens found on the surface of MICs.
In summary, we propose that MIC analysis be standardized once specific markers that allow the characterization of a defined MIC subpopulation are developed. The comparison of mouse melanoma markers with those expressed in human tumours will provide the ultimate proof of the validity and utility of mouse markers to identify human MICs. Only then will we be in a strong position to identify drugs that selectively target the more active population of human melanoma cells and, hence, improve therapeutic outcomes.
